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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHE RIFF’S OFFICE

Can you believe it is October already? This year has brought us many trials and tribulations. We have been fraught with disease and
civil unrest. Our country divided. Unfortunately, I cannot control what is happening around our country, but I can do my part here in
Charlotte County to keep the peace and safety we have all come to enjoy.
It is important now more than ever that we as a community work together. We do not always have to agree, but we need to come
together, understand one another, and find common ground. We cannot allow our differences to tear us apart. After all, we are all
Americans and, in the end, I think we all want the same thing, peace and equality, a chance to prosper, and raise our families in safe
neighborhoods.
What better time as we approach the holiday season. We have a little fun with some ghosts and goblins. Honor our veterans. Give
thanks. Celebrate the Christmas season and welcome in the New Year! And I think we are all looking forward to that.
As I said, what better time? People tend to act differently, for the better, during the holidays. Charlotte County has always been a
giving and caring County, but much more so this time of year. We should use that holiday spirit to come together as one community,
one America. Holiday kindness and compassion year-round, unceasingly.
Have you ever really listened to the words to the song "My Grown Up Christmas List"? Though they have always been appropriate, we
need to strive to make it a reality now more than ever. Ask yourself what will you do to make a positive difference in our community
and in the life of another?

We can't wait for Washington. It's on us, one community at a time.
Be Strong, Be Safe, and Never Quit!
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CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
Member of Year Civilian
Dan Ijpkemeule

Member of the Year Law Enforcement
Sgt. Eric Ogden

On Sunday, September 22, 2019, Sergeant Ogden was
on patrol with the STAR unit working in Punta Gorda.
A female who had been in and out of the "system" for
many years and had a substance abuse addiction saw
Ogden at the local Circle K. She approached him asking
for help. This female has had many dealings with
Ogden and trusted him due to his professionalism,
ethical demeanor and willingness to always go above
and beyond to provide aid in any way. On this
particular evening, this female had hit rock bottom
and was now pregnant. She was asking for help in
getting substance abuse treatment and assistance
with locating a safe shelter. She had been living in the
woods and been involved in abusive relationships
from which she was now trying to escape. Ogden
began calling local centers such as CSU, Riverside and
Bayfront Health Punta Gorda, all of which turned him
away stating they were not able to provide her with
assistance. Ogden did not quit there though. He called
Bayfront Health Port Charlotte and was told he could
bring the female to their facility to receive lab work
and evaluation prior to being taken to a rehab facility.
Ogden transported her to Bayfront Health Port
Charlotte for the initial treatment and screening. After
arriving there, two locations that were recommended
fell through and would not assist. At this point, Ogden
notified the Watch Commander and the Mental
Health Unit's therapist was called out to assist. The
female was admitted for the night to receive
treatment and await further assistance for placement.
Ogden ended work late because of this, which was
now 4:00 am. The next day, his day off, Ogden began
following up on his own time. He drove to Bayfront
Health Port Charlotte to speak with staff and the
female. He contacted First Step which is located near
the Sarasota/Bradenton area and they told him that
she would be accepted into their facility. Ogden drove
the female to the facility and was told she would need
to be medically cleared prior to her being accepted.
He transported her to Sarasota Memorial Hospital
where she was admitted for treatment and detox. He
spoke with hospital staff there and confirmed that
they would make arrangements to have the female
transported back to First Step once cleared from the
hospital. Because of Sgt. Ogden's actions, this female
received the help she was seeking. He went way
above and beyond his duties, even following through
on his own time, using his own means of
transportation to provide assistance to a Charlotte
County citizen in need. Sergeant Ogden is commended
for his actions and his compassion. His commitment to
the Charlotte County Sheriff's Office, the Sheriff's Drug
Recovery Initiative, and concern for citizens in need
leads to his recognition as the 2019 law enforcement
member of the year. Congratulations!

We are honoring Dan today as the 2019 Civilian member
of the year for his achievements and hard work in the last
year. Dan has been a valued member of the Sheriff's
Office Air Support team since April 2018 when he became
an official employee, but Dan has been fixing and
maintaining public safety aircraft, including ours, for the
last 17 years while working at local aviation shops. While
at the Sheriff's Office, Dan has earned a reputation of
being the go-to guy for anything mechanical, electrical, or
complicated in any way. He has been so effective at fixing
things and to a better condition than how they originally
came that Chief Warrant Officer Engelauf has a saying
when things break now…"it's ok, we have a Dan". He
knows how to fix everything, and everything is done right
down to the last detail. In his time at CCSO, Dan has been
instrumental in establishing a maintenance plan for our
new helicopters, improving our hanger, assisting marine
patrol and fleet with installation of specialized equipment,
and has developed into one of our best Tactical Flight
Officers. CWO Engelauf routinely gets calls from other
agencies asking if Dan can help them out with an electrical
or avionics problem. Dan has used his specialized skills to
install a new modern instrument panel in our UH-1 Huey
helicopter, which would not have been possible without
Dan. The install itself would have cost upwards of
$50,000, and we would have had 3 months of down time.
In fact, the project would not have been attempted if Dan
wasn't working at the Sheriff's Office. As a Tactical Flight
Officer, Dan has assisted with the apprehension of
suspects, located missing persons, provided surveillance
of search warrants, and because of his specialized skillset
Dan has become the in-house FLIR trainer for the TFO's.
Dan, we thank you for all your dedicated service and are
pleased to finally congratulate you on the honor of being
named the Charlotte County Sheriff's Office's 2019 Civilian
Member of the Year.
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Lifesaver Award

Member of the Year Detention
Lt. Jessica Long

Lt Jessica Long has been the
Support Services Commander
for approximately 5 years. In
that time, she has been
responsible for many changes
and enhancements for the
Charlotte County Sheriff's Office.
Her impressive accomplishments
have been continuous and all
focused on the efficacy of
operations along with the
enhancement of quality for staff.
Lt. Long has initiated an
electronic
inmate
communication project that allows for the inmates to request
services, receive program education, and to communicate
with family members through postal mail and messaging. This
program has increased the efficacy of the operation, reduced
the amount of paperwork required by staff, and allowed for
increased scrutiny regarding potential threats to the Office,
community, or other inmates. This program is a model
program that other organizations are reviewing for
implementation. Lt. Long has increased the amount of
damaged equipment repaired through enhancing the sewing
program. She has sought community assistance and gained a
volunteer that comes to the facility and teaches inmates to
sew. This project is a means to repairing damaged inmate
uniforms, replenishing mattresses and pillows, along with
providing a skill set for the inmates upon release. Lt. Long,
through the assistance of Major Anderson, has initiated a
project that utilizes inmates to assist with construction of
Habitat for Humanity homes. The inmates are allowed to
attend the building process and to learn construction/home
building skills. These are only some of the projects that Lt.
Long has brought home during her tenure in Support
Services. She has also completed a project with two inmates
graduating the Jobs for Life program. In this, the inmates
learned social setting skills along with job related skills to help
them succeed post incarceration.
This mentor-based
program allows a support system post incarceration based on
a religious orientation. She has created relationship with
local business owners to initiate job opportunities and a
potential for a positive work relationship for post
incarcerated citizens of Charlotte County. Her focus on
increasing staff morale has never been more noticeable than
her current project. She brought an idea forward to enhance
the old staff dining so that staff would have a nice place to de
-compress and to enjoy a healthy meal. Lt. Long brought
some ideas to command and asked for permission to pursue
her vision. Understanding her capability and desire to
complete this project, she was given autonomy with the
project. Through this, Lt. Long has created the Micro-Market
with Aramark. She was able to have the entire old staff
dining re-vamped utilizing a contract relationship with
Aramark and creating efficiencies that allow for a costeffective product to staff. Lt. Long spent many hours painting
and prepping the area for the Micro Market, she has
delegated tasks to staff and vendors, and has tirelessly
followed through to hit deadlines. With her dedication she
has created a very nice, professional, and comfortable space
for employees that has obviously increased morale and pride
in the workplace. Lt. Jessica Long is tireless in her efforts and
exemplifies the qualities of a caring leader along with the
core values of the Charlotte County Sheriff's Office.
Therefore, she has been selected as the Charlotte County
Sheriff's Office Detention Member of the Year for 2019. We
congratulate you on this honor and thank you for all you do
for the CCSO and Bureau of Detention.

CDFC Connie Bailey

On March 5, 2020, CDFC Connie Bailey observed a
female inmate upset during med pass. Bailey started a
rapport with the inmate and inquired the reason why
she was upset. The inmate stated she could not take
being locked up anymore and requested to sit in the
recreational yard during med pass for some fresh air.
CDFC Bailey approved her request and kept an eye on
her until med pass was over. When the female inmate
returned from the recreational yard, she thanked Bailey
for allowing her to sit there and returned to her cell.
CDFC Bailey then observed the inmate exit her cell with
a sweatshirt draped over her shoulder. She walked
towards the mezzanine landing and proceeded down the
stair about ¾ way down. The inmate started to tie a knot
around her neck and the loose arm of the sweatshirt to
the railing. She then straddled the railing as if going to
jump over it. CDFC Bailey ran from her desk calling
emergency traffic, "Inmate attempting suicide" while
bracing the inmate from going over the railing. Upon
yelling for assistance, two other inmates assisted Bailey
in pulling the female back over the railing and walked
her down the stairs. CDFC Bailey then handcuffed the
inmate from behind the back until officer assistance
arrived. It was then learned it was the 10-year
anniversary of death for the inmate's husband. CDFC
Connie Bailey is commended on her quick thinking and
actions preventing this inmate from taking her own life.
We present her with a life-saving award today. Well
done.
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Special Recognition
Sgt. Donald Ulrich, DFC David Imbruno &
Cpl. Nick Westlake

Sgt. Aron Doyle & DFC Adam Freitas

On May 4, 2020 a suspicious person call was received at a
residence within the Oyster Creek Golf Club Community.
The complainant advised that an unknown subject
wearing a backpack was caught on his video surveillance
camera attempting to open his car door and ran away
after his security motion light was activated. A still photo
was obtained showing the profile of the suspect as well
as a distinct pattern on the suspect's shoes. Sgt Doyle
took the initiative to start going through Field Interviews
over the past several weeks and months trying to locate
subjects interviewed in the area and having the same
type of shoe. Over the next couple of days delayed
reports of vehicle burglaries were received as victims
discovered items thmissing from their vehicles. On the
evening of May 6 Sgt Doyle was off duty and at the
RaceTrac in Englewood. He noticed a subject in the store
matching the description of the subject seen in the
surveillance video and had the same type of shoes. He
was able to snap a picture and identify the subject. Sgt
Doyle shared this information with Criminal
Investigations. The case agent, Detective Adam Freitas,
was able to put together a case and establish probable
cause. He then issued a BOLO for the suspect. The next
day, DFC Jorg Doppelbauer was on patrol around the
Motel 6, conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle, and found
the driver to be an older subject. DFC Doppelbauer
established a rapport with the subject and learned that
the subject just rented a room at Motel 6 for his
grandson. Doppelbauer continued to be inquisitive and
asked who his grandson was, learning that it was the
suspect involved. DFC Doppelbauer alerted his supervisor
and they put together a plan with CID to locate and take
him into custody. During the arrest a backpack that
appeared to be the same as the one used during the
burglaries was observed. Detective Freitas was able to
obtain a search warrant and recovered some of the
stolen property from the vehicle burglaries. Detective
Freitas and Detective Ernie Boss interviewed the suspect
and were able to obtain a confession to which the
suspect advised he committed approximately 15 vehicle
burglaries. Detective Freitas was able to link him to all
the reported vehicle burglaries in the Oyster Creek
Community and closed out all cases by arrest.
Persistence, dedication, sharing of information,
investigative skills, and teamwork all contributed to the
identification and arrest of this suspect bringing a
successful resolution to the vehicle burglaries in the
Oyster Creek Community. This is a great example of
Intelligence Led Policing and communication between
units.

On January 28, 2020, at approximately 3:26 P.M., the
Charlotte County Sheriff's Office responded to a potential
active shooter at Vineland Elementary School. DFC Imbruno
was the School Resource Officer who was made aware of
the incident and took immediate action to ensure the safety
and security of children and faculty of the school. School
was being dismissed at this time and there were numerous
children and staff outside. He helped facilitate getting them
to safety as a first priority then assessed the scene for any
initial threats. During the incident, he obtained pertinent
information in a timely manner and was able to clearly
articulate the potential threat details. His decision making
allowed for a coordinated response from multiple units and
ultimately provided for the rapid detainment of the suspect
by Cpl. Westlake. Cpl. Westlake's awareness of the situation
and location allowed for him to immediately respond to the
area and assist. He was utilizing an undercover vehicle and
scanned the area while responding to the scene. His keen
observations were pivotal in locating and detaining the
suspect. While looking down a side street he observed a
suspicious vehicle parked on the side of the road with a
subject matching the description of the suspect placing an
unknown black item in the vehicle. Cpl. Westlake called out
the details and watched the vehicle pull into a driveway on
the opposite side of the road. Sgt. Ulrich, who was near the
area, immediately responded to his location and assisted
with securing the suspect who was in possession of a
potential rifle. The actions of these three members were
exemplary and if not for them the incident would have
remained as a critical incident for a longer time period than
it was. With the volatile incident affecting many children,
parents, faculty, and first responders, their immediate
actions allowed for a successful and timely conclusion to the
event where no one was injured. Thank you for your
dedication to the core values, vision, and mission statement
of the Sheriff's Office, and your commitment to the
community.
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Quarterly Awardees
1st Quarter Civilian Employee
Melanie Bailey

2nd Quarter Civilian Employee
E-911 Coordinator Laurie Anderson

For our second quarter civilian award, we recognize E911
Manager Laurie Anderson's hard work and dedication that goes
unseen for her actions related to the House Bill 441. This bill
required counties to develop & implement a plan for the textto-911 system; requires DMS to develop a plan to upgrade 911
public safety answer points to allow the transfer of emergency
calls; requires each sheriff to enter into specified written
agreements regarding PSAPs; requires each PSAP to broadcast
emergency communications & public safety information; and
requires county sheriffs to certify compliance in writing with
FDLE by a specified date. Laurie has worked numerous hours
over and above her allotted schedule to make sure the agency
was in full compliance with House Bill 441. She managed several
different county entities and developed policy and operating
procedures. She had to develop agreements between Charlotte
County as well as all other surrounding agencies and
municipalities. She also coordinated and ensured that all of the
MOU's were accurate and in place for everyone to agree upon
and sign. There is no doubt that without her hard work on the
MOU's and her sense of urgency to get these completed, we
would have been behind on compliance with the House Bill.
Laurie is a true asset to our agency and E911, and she is
commended for her hard work and dedication. Well done

As the first quarter civilian member awardee, we recognize
Public Safety Communications Manager Melanie Bailey for
her hard work and dedication related to the P25 radio
transition. The transition to the P25 radio system started
many years ago, and throughout that time Melanie has been
one of the most integral people to make the transition occur.
She has worked numerous hours over and above her allotted
schedule to make sure the transition was a success. Melanie
had to manage several different county entities including as
well as our own. Charlotte County Fire and EMS, Animal
Control and our agency. She coordinated times, schedules,
and locations for hundreds of radios to be reprogrammed.
She made sure that the patches between the old system and
the new were working. She was present at many of the
locations, altering her work schedule and home life to make
this transition seamless. Melanie had to be in constant
communication with the Harris Company along with the
county programmer to address any issues that had arisen.
There is no doubt that without her hard work and dedication
this transition would not have been a success. Melanie is a
true asset to our agency and the Communications unit, and
she is commended for her hard work and dedication towards
this project.

Thank you to Visanis Comedy Club
Sponsors: Jim Reddington with Reddington
Financial Strategies, Bill & Cathi Dryburgh, Lyons HR
and Mike Riley with the Boogiemen.
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CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
Quarterly Awardees
Law Enforcement Member of the Quarter
DFC Michael Griffin

Detention Member of the Quarter
CD Ryszard Dyrek

Detention Deputy Ryszard Dyrek was hired by the Charlotte
County Sheriff's Office on April 29, 2019. Since then Deputy
Dyrek has excelled in his position while continuing to learn
and grow every day. His motivation is contagious and he
routinely volunteers to stay late, come in early, or work other
posts in order to assist the squad as well as the facility. Dyrek
routinely attends incentive and advanced classes in order to
further develop his career. While we were in the process of
implementing the Guardian RFID system, Dyrek created a
PowerPoint on the Guardian perimeter tags. He is one of our
go-to members for staff having issues or questions about the
system. Dyrek’s calm demeanor allows him to get information
in his housing unit that keeps contraband out of our facility.
CD Dyrek is a dedicated employee that strives to meet the
agency's core values. It is for all these reasons that we are
recognizing him as the Bureau of Detention Member of the
Quarter for the first quarter of 2020. Congratulations and well
done.

On January 30, DFC Michael Griffin responded to a
burglary call at a home in Port Charlotte. The victim was
reporting he was notified from a Venice PD Detective
that his firearm had been found on a subject who was
arrested for narcotics violations. As a result of the
handgun being located, the victim contacted the CCSO to
file a report of a burglary and theft from his home. DFC
Griffin arrived on scene and began investigating. Through
his vast years of experience and training , he recognized
the victim was not being completely forthcoming with
information. While processing the scene for the burglary,
DFC Griffin located a notebook containing drug sales
information. Griffin also recognized the fact that the
victim was receiving numerous phone calls and was not
willing to answer the phone in front of him, trying to
keep the phone hidden. DFC Griffin continued to
investigate the crime at hand, and while doing so created
a rapport with the victim. Griffin was able to get the
victim to confess to theft of the firearm and drugs. The
victim told DFC Griffin that there was a small safe full of
drugs in the garage of the home. Griffin took his
investigation one step further and the victim agreed to
sign a consent to search his room and the safe. In the
safe were Heroin/Fentanyl mixture, Methamphetamine,
Crack Cocaine, Methadone Hydrochloride tables,
Clonazepam tables, Buprenorphine Naloxone sublingual
strips, and 29 grams of marijuana. At this point, the
Narcotics Unit was called to assume the investigation.
Based on the results of DFC Griffin's investigation, the
Narcotics Unit was able to arrest the subject on six
counts of possession of a controlled substance,
possession of Marijuana over 20 grams, and for
possession of drug paraphernalia. Had DFC Griffin not
conducted such a thorough investigation, a drug dealer
would still be in operation in Charlotte County. It should
also be noted that during this investigation, DFC Griffin
was actively training a trainee who was only on his
second day of patrol training. This case is just another
example of DFC Michael Griffin's commitment to the
citizens of Charlotte County and the CCSO.
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CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

LE Member of the Month
Deputy Casey Kloer

Detention Member of the Month
Sgt. Melissa Cheng

Deputy Kloer is currently assigned to Squad D Zone 14. Since he
has been assigned to the squad, he has shown a tremendous
amount of devotion to the members of his squad, to the
Charlotte County Sheriff's Office, and the citizens of Charlotte
County. Deputy Kloer brings a positive attitude to the team and
is eager to assist other squad members and exemplifies the team
concept. Deputy Kloer leads by example with his self-initiated
activity and he also has a great work ethic. On September 17,
2020, Deputy Kloer responded to an overdose call in Punta
Gorda. Upon arrival, the victim was located in the bathroom
unconscious, unresponsive and blue in the face. Deputy Kloer
administered two doses of Narcan, which resuscitated him and
he started breathing again on his own. EMS arrived on the scene
and treated the subject. During Deputy Kloer's investigation, it
was learned that the victim injected himself with a cocktail of
Fentanyl, Methamphetamine, and MDMA. The OD Detective
who responded to the hospital stated that Deputy Kloer's
immediate actions saved the life of the victim. On September 16,
2020, Deputy Kloer conducted a traffic stop at Henry Street and
Piper Road. During the investigation, the driver was arrested for
driving with no driver's license. There were four other young
male subjects inside the vehicle during the stop. The driver,
when being questioned about his passengers, seemed very
nervous and admitted to going to Guatemala and coming back
into the US several times. This was later confirmed by border
patrol agent Strange. The driver admitted to overseeing the four
males while they were assigned to a work crew. Strange
completed the immigration detainee paperwork and will be
interviewing the subject for possible human trafficking case, as it
appeared, they may have been brought to the US in this
fashion. During the month of September and since his arrival to
our squad, Deputy Kloer has been near the top or at the top in
self-initiated arrests. Deputy Kloer currently has 24 arrests, most
of which are self-initiated. Deputy Kloer is leadership, solid work
ethic, and continued performance is the reason why he is
deserving of the Deputy of the month for September.

During the month of August, Sgt. Cheng has worn a
multitude of hats and has juggled the responsibilities
without issue. Not only does this speak to her multi-tasking
skills but it also speaks to her well-rounded knowledge of
the Sergeant position she currently holds, but also of the Lt.
and Cpl. Positions. She is also consistently on time with
projects, if not early. She only uses approved leave and can
always be counted on to assist with covering other squads
when the need arises. She is well respected by inmates, her
peers, and her subordinates. She is very skilled in the use of
CIT skills and has on numerous occasions been able to avoid
a Use of Force by speaking with the inmates. In addition to
her busy Sergeant duties, Sgt. Cheng has completed
numerous investigations, memos, recommended changes to
procedures, and presentations. She has also provided
detailed investigations to Internal Affairs regarding citizen
complaints. The investigations were thorough, clear,
organized, and provided clear points regarding disposition.
Sgt. Cheng demonstrates the core values of the agency, and
strives to meet goals and objectives. Sgt. Cheng is on time,
and routinely volunteers to assist other squads, often.
Recently, she has assisted the Jail Detective and MCU to
gather intel regarding batteries and contraband
issues. Most recently Sgt. Cheng recognized an "alleged" slip
and fall was actually a battery on an inmate who ended up in
ICU due to his injuries. Sgt. Cheng quickly secured the crime
scene, spoke to crucial inmates and watched video that
made the difference in identifying the attacker as well as
other inmates involved. This quick thinking and
management of the incident, led to criminal charges. The
attacker was charged with aggravated battery. It is for all
these reasons, as well as her devotion to Detention and the
Office as whole, Sgt. Cheng was selected as the August
Member of the Month.
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CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
Lifesaver Awards

Deputy Wesley Feduke, Cpl. Doug Coleman &
DFC Steven Sella

Sgt. Bill Maymon & Cpl. Brad Stender
On May 24, while patrolling the extremely busy
waters of the Boca Grande Sandbar for the Memorial
Day weekend, Sergeant Maymon and Corporal
Stender noticed a pontoon boat had broken free
from its anchor and was drifting away from the area.
At the same time, they observed a white male
attempting to swim back to the sandbar, against a
very strong current. Based on their training and
experience, the white male was obviously struggling
and appeared to be exhausted. As other attendees
watched this unfold, Sergeant Maymon and Corporal
Stender immediately jumped into action and
responded to provide emergency aid to the white
male in the water. The white male started yelling
that he wasn’t doing good as he went back under
water. The onboard life ring was deployed as the
subject resurfaced, but he was unable to physically
grab it due to exhaustion. The subject then went
back under water and came back up yelling for help.
Corporal Stender positioned the vessel next to the
subject as Sergeant Maymon was able to grab onto
the subject’s arm. Due to the positioning and stature
of the subject, the vessel was placed into neutral,
dive door removed, and both members were
collectively able to safely remove him from the water
and onto the agency vessel. Once the subject was
rendered safe in the agency vessel, Sergeant
Maymon and Corporal Stender worked swiftly to
secure the drifting boat, while maintaining visual
contact with the subject. As the Charlotte County Fire
and Emergency Services arrived and started their
assessment, the subject started vomiting from
exhaustion and consumption of a large amount of
sea water. The patient was subsequently transported
to the local hospital for further evaluation. The
subject was treated and eventually discharged. Based
on their observations, coupled with witness
comments at the scene, the subject would have
more than likely drowned without the quick actions
and response by Sergeant Maymon and Corporal
Stender. We commend them for their actions and
congratulate them both on receiving a Lifesaver
Award.

Again, on May 24, another life was saved. This time by
the brave actions of first responders Cpl. Doug Coleman,
Deputy Wesley Feduke, DFC Jacob Earner, DFC Steve
Sella and Deputy Shannon Gribben. These brave deputies
were first to arrive to a serious traffic crash that involved
a structure fire. Upon arrival, units discovered the truck
had somehow landed onto the roof of Fish'n Franks Bait
and Tackle Shop, ignited a fire, and had set the entire
building ablaze. Led by Cpl. Coleman, these deputies
located a man behind the business, trapped and in
immediate danger of death. This person was unconscious
and unable to call for help. The heat from the building
fire was unbearable, however as a team, these deputies
pulled debris away and entered the heat zone, risking
their lives to save another. This man was dragged from
danger and sure death in time to be saved. He was
determined to be the driver and only occupant of the
truck. He was taken by EMS, then airlifted to the Trauma
Center for emergency treatment, and survived this
traumatic event. We thank, admire, and congratulate
these dedicated deputies for risking their own lives and
working together to save another. Well done

Murdock McDonald’s Grand Opening
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Community Affairs Supervisor Skip Conroy thanks the
local Murdock McDonald’s Manager for their support,
and generosity. They donate funds that were used to
purchase our DNA K9 Scent kits. These kits aid in
funding lost or missing individuals.
Contact
Community Affairs for more information.
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CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
Lifesaver Awards

DFC Edward Anderson
DFC Richard Nix & Deputy Thomas Corbin
On January 22, DFC Ed Anderson responded to a
subject not breathing call for service in the Deep
Creek area. DFC Anderson immediately grabbed his
AED and exited his patrol vehicle, running in the
direction of the scene. He could hear loud screaming
and hysterical crying as he approached the backyard
of the residence. He turned the corner into the
backyard and saw a 2-year-old baby laying on his
back outside the caged pool area. The child's father
was screaming "help me, help me, he's not
breathing." The child had been found floating face
down in the pool by his father. DFC Anderson
remained calm and professional as the child's mother
was screaming and crying next to him as he assessed
the child; the child was wet and extremely cold. His
shirt was lifted so DFC Anderson could see his belly
going up and down as he attempted to take short
breaths. The child's eyes were closed, and he was
unresponsive. DFC Anderson rolled the child into the
recovery position on his side and kept an eye on his
breathing. When he rolled the child, water came from
child's mouth and bubbles from his nostrils. DFC
Anderson checked his mouth for blockage and his
eyes for responsiveness. He began to pat him on the
back in an attempt to wake him from his state. EMS
arrived next on scene and took over. DFC Anderson
is commended for his ability to separate emotion
from rationality as he demonstrated self-reliance and
resourcefulness in dealing with hysterical parents as
well as an unresponsive child. If it hadn't been for
DFC Anderson's capability to remain calm under
pressure and tend to the child in a timely manner, the
child may have suffered permanent disabilities. The
child was expected to make a full recovery, which
should be attributed to DFC Anderson's quick actions
and dedication to the citizens of Charlotte County and
the Sheriff's Office. Well done.

On March 31, Deputy First Class Richard Nix and Deputy
Trainee Thomas Corbin responded to an address in Punta
Gorda in reference to a subject not breathing. The
individual was described as a 74-year-old male who had a
seizure and was unconscious and not breathing. Upon
arrival they observed the subject on the bed on his back
in the front room. His pulse was checked, and they found
that there was not any identifiable heart rhythm. DFC Nix
and Deputy Corbin moved the gentleman from the bed
to the ground and began to administer chest
compressions. The Automatic External Defibrillator pads
were placed on his chest and the machine began to
analyze his heart. The External Defibrillator delivered one
shock and instructed the responding deputies to
continue chest compressions. Chest compressions
continued until Charlotte County EMS arrived on scene.
EMS took over lifesaving measures, administering several
medications and additional shocks to his heart. After
approximately 35 minutes of combined care between
EMS and the above deputies, his heart maintained a
viable rhythm and he began to breathe on his own. EMS
personnel transported him to Bayfront Hospital Port
Charlotte for follow-up care. A check later that night
showed that although the gentleman was still in critical
care, he was breathing on his own and more stable. Even
with the current epidemic going on, DFC Nix and Deputy
Corbin did not hesitate in taking immediate action and
providing lifesaving actions that directly contributed to
the successful resuscitation of this gentleman. Both
deputies are commended for a job well done and are
receiving a Life Saver Award today. Well done

Brotherhood Ride
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DFC
Kevin
Katsarelas
represented CCSO
in a big way at the
2020 Brotherhood
Ride.
A 556 mil
bicycle ride from
Ft. Myers to Live
Oak, Florida to
honor 25 First
Responders that were killed in the line of duty in 2019. The
team is made up of active and retired first responders from
all over the state of Florida and one from Germany.
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CCSO Halloween Facebook Costume Contest

Charlotte County Sheriff's Office Domestic Violence Unit

Left to right: Cpl. Robert Gay, DFC Nikki Wagner, Brett
Armstead, Chad Pardue, Domenica Shively and Lt. John
Heck our CCSO Domestic Violence Unit.
The Domestic Violence Investigator and Analyst are
responsible for reviewing all offenses related to Domestic
Violence in Charlotte County. Our goal is to monitor and
target violent offenders to ensure their release
stipulations are being followed. Offenders are served with
a letter from the Sheriff explaining our focused approach
to reduce domestic related violence. The Domestic
Violence Unit works with patrol deputies, supervisors and
the States Attorney's Office to see that incidents of
domestic abuse are properly documented, followed up on
and, if possible, prosecuted. These Detectives fall under
the Major Case Section, which was established to take a
holistic approach to stemming violent crime. We proudly
work alongside with D.C.F. and the C.A.R.E. Victim
Advocacy Center who assist with contacting victims for
safety and guidance.

CCSO Community Affairs Unit will be hosting a
virtual costume contest! We will have a post on
our Facebook page (@CCSOFLSheriff) from
October 25 – October 31. All you have to do is
comment on that post with a photo of your child
in full costume, and the top 3 most-"Liked" will
receive prizes. We only ask the following:

1.Do not include your child's name. If your child
wins, we will contact you (the parent/guardian).

2.Absolutely

inappropriate
disqualified.

no negative comments
costumes. Violations will

or
be

You are not alone

3.Children ages 12 and under only, please.

Florida Domestic Violence Hotline
(800) 500-1119
National Domestic Violence Hotline
(800) 799-7233
Charlotte County Sheriff's Office
(941) 639-2101
C.A.R.E. (941) 637-6000

Like, Comment, and Share your heart out – but
understand that we can only count Likes on the
original CCSO post.
That's it. We want to wish everyone a happy and
healthy Halloween, and we look forward to
seeing the kids in their costumes!

Together we can

District 2 showing their support!

D1, Englewood
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Dive Team 2020

CCSO Deputies receive their Flags from Miss Emma

Left to right, Lt. Scott Clemens, Sgt. Brent Hertenlehner,
Cpl. Mark Henshaw, DFC Seth Pelfrey, DFC William
Batson, Cpl. Aaron Williams, DFC Joshua Lindsey, DFC
Mark VanderWaag, Cpl. Joshua Bailey, DFC Paul
Cignarale, and Cpl. Douglas Coleman

Left to right, Back row: DFC Steven Sella, Cpl. Robert
Lister, DFC Justin Price, DFC Matthew Wedgewood, DFC
Christopher Hartmanstorfer, Cpl. Robert Conant, front
row Cpl. John Mills, DFC Mark Lotthammer, Sgt. David
Musgrove, DFC Duane Root, DFC Adam Frietas, DFC Sean
Davoli and Miss Emma.

Aviation training day
Blackout
Coffee
Co., Punta Gorda
gifted D4 with tons
of coffee, apparel,
and stickers. Thank
you
for
your
generosity
and
kindness.
You
know we like us
some good coffee!

The Aviation Unit at the Charlotte County Sheriff’s Office is
impressive, and multi-faceted. Not only does the team
provide professional law enforcement services from
above, fire suppression within Charlotte County, they also
provide Charlotte County with mosquito control and lifesaving rescue techniques. The Aviation unit provides aid to
surrounding counties that do not possess aerial assets with
most requests in the form of aerial firefighting. Our team is
uniquely equipped with a UH-1 Huey fitted with a 350gallon fire tank, along with a 144-gallon Bambi Bucket for
the AStars (AS350s). For more details:

Sgt. Craig Brandon (right)
had the occasion to meet
Alan Miller (left) of Southern
Gulf Construction, Inc. during
the course of cleaning up
some vandalism. Mr. Miller
expressed his appreciation
for the work done by Law
Enforcement
with
a
Challenge coin “Support Law
Enforcers”.
One act of
kindness can turn one
person’s day around. Thank
you Mr. Miller.

https://ccsoblog.org/2020/10/06/meet-the-ccso-aviationteam-accomplishments-and-added-services/
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Changes at CCSO
Welcome new hires and
promotions.
New Hire:
Chris Hall, Community Affairs Specialist
Charles Watson, Scanning Tech
Jeff Tamasco-Reserve

Promotions
Foreman Dave Zucosky
Lieutenant Nicole Crews

Years of Service:
5 years:
Cpl Mark Henshaw

1. Open Enrollment 10/19 – 11/2
2. Open Enrollment Scavenger Hunt 10/19 – 11/3
3. New Prescription Vendor effective
1/01/2020
•

Name: Ventegra & Rx Help Center
Cards: New cards will be mailed on
12/17/2020
4. Use It or Lose It Flexible Spending Accounts
•

Use by 12/31/2020

•

May carryover ONLY $500

•

Anything over $500 you will lose

CDFC Aleya Leonard

10 years:
Sue Moskwa

15 years:
Lynda James

20 years:
Sgt. Paul Guyton

Nancy D’Antonio, retired

Newly promoted

Sgt. David Musgrove

Per DFC Bill Miller
“My wife, Debbie wanted me to get up in the attic and
bring the tree down. I said “whoa, its only early
October” she said pleeesase. And of course I always
give in. Next thing I know, she has this up and all
decorated with a silly grin on her face. I told her I
loved it and it will stay up now until after Christmas.
Of course, we will change the decorations for seasons.
It’s a way to make more use out of the tree!”

Sgt. Deryk Alexander
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